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Inventor Nesting Isn’t Just for Sheet Metal
Hosted by Mark Lancaster
Synergis EDS (Engineering Design Solutions)

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Discover Inventor Nesting
Learn how to extract and use a non-sheet-metal component for nesting
Learn how to use AutoCAD drawings, DXFs or other file formats in your nesting
Learn about the saw cut method (bonus round)

Description
You may have thought Inventor Nesting software is just geared toward sheet metal
components. Learn how to use Inventor Nesting for other types of components and materials.
Even if these designs come from AutoCAD software, other 3D CAD applications, IGES/STEP,
or they reside in a DXF file format, this session will cover how to use different file formats in your
nesting process. From setting up your raw materials, templates, and nesting studies to exporting
the results back to your computer numerical control (CNC) process, this class will clearly
demonstrate that Inventor Nesting isn't just about sheet metal. In addition, this class will offer an
extra bonus demonstrating how the Inventor Nesting interface can be used to optimize a saw
cut list and costing study for your bar stock material

Speaker(s)
I’m a self-taught AutoCAD user, starting out with release 9. I’ve been using Inventor and Vault
since the 2008 release. My CAD career started out in the mid-80s while in college, but my first
drafting job was still based on 80% board drafting and 20% CAD. Although I was a CAD
draftsperson for a few years, most of my experience has been centered around the CAD
management and Vault administrator role. I’ve had over 20 years’ experience in the
manufacturing world and 15 years’ experience with 3D modeling. In 2013, I became an MFG
Product Support Specialist/Help Desk Tech for an Autodesk Reseller (Synergis EDS) located in
Quakertown PA. Currently I’m an Application Consultant for Data Management, providing Vault
upgrades, support, training, data migration, and CoolOrange scripting/automation for our
customers. I’m part of the Autodesk Expert Elite group and my first Autodesk University
experience was in 2016. Since AU 2016, I’ve hosted and/or was co-speaker of eight (8) AU
sessions.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE #1 & 2
The MYTH about Autodesk Inventor Nesting
When I brought up Inventor nesting to non-sheet metal customers (I supported on help desk), a
large portion of the response I received was, “we don’t design sheet metal parts, so we don’t
have a use for it.” Now some of those responses could be 100% right on the money and in
other cases, yes, these non-sheet metal customers could benefit from it and that’s the main
reason why we’re here today.
Nesting: Place (an object or element) in a hierarchical arrangement, typically in a subordinate
position.

So, let’s get into an example where Inventor Nesting was used for a non-sheet metal design.
Later, I’ll be showing another example where Inventor Nesting can also be useful for saw cut
material.
Over the summer I purchased a small desktop drill press to be used while working on my
woodworking projects. Although I could’ve mounted it to my workbench, I like the flexibility
while woodworking and didn’t want to limit any of the drill press capabilities if mounted to a small
workbench. With that being said, I ended up designing a wooden drill press cabinet with
drawers using Autodesk Inventor 2021.
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The cabinet and drawer design were simply based on ¼” and ¾” thick plywood. Looking at the
finished design, I kind of assumed I would need to purchase at least one (1) 4’ x 8’ sheet of ¾”
plywood and one (1) 4’ x 8’ sheet of ¼” plywood. But perhaps I actually needed two or more
sheets of ¾” plywood to finish the design. But how do you really know unless you lay out
everything? The other two issues I’m faced with is, how to get the raw material home and cut it
down to its finish dimensions with the least amount of scrap.
First, I could either have my local hardware store rip the 4’ x 8” sheet into two (2) 2’x 8’ sheet so
at least I could get the smaller width 8’ sections into my vehicle. But I wonder if the smaller
width would limit in what I could do with it. Or perhaps simply, I should just phone a friend with
a truck/trailer and bring home the raw goods as is and then figure out how to cut it down to the
finished dimensions.
In addition, I’m kind of limited with my table saw. Although I can rip raw material up to 31” wide,
the saw itself is a job site version and thus handling large dimensional raw material is not
feasible and/or I don’t feel comfortable in doing so because I have limited abilities in supporting
larger dimensional material.
As you can see, I had more questions than answers. But I thought, could Inventor Nesting
solve these questions… Let’s take a journey and see how Inventor Nesting resolve my
dilemma and it will demonstrate it has nothing do with sheet metal components.
Nesting Study #1 Criteria – Determining the number of raw (sheet) goods
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Based on the design, I felt confident that I only needed a single sheet of 4’x8’ x ¼” thick
plywood. But wasn’t sure if I needed 1 or 2 or perhaps even more sheets of ¾” thick plywood.
Let’s do the study to figure it out…
But before we get started with this given study, I wanted to go over a few things with Inventor
Nesting. First, it’s part of the Product Design & Manufacturing Collection and was introduced in
the 2019 release. It is a separate download through your Autodesk Account. It is assumed in
this session; Inventor nesting has already been downloaded and installed on your machine.
Thus, the download and installation portion are not covered here.
Inventor Nesting works with your Inventor part (or assembly) files, Inventor DXF, AutoCAD
DWG and DXF file formats. It can also work with “generic” CAD formats such as STEP, IGES,
Solidworks, Pro/E or any CAD file that can be converted over to an Inventor file format.
Basically, Inventor nesting is taking your source files and laying them out on raw sheet goods in
order to be cut out by your related manufacturing machines (i.e., router, laser, plasma, water).
Although your process machine could be CNC related, keep in mind this is only processing a
layout of your “2D” (outline) shape on the designated raw goods and additional CNC or other
machining techniques is required to achieve the cutout and overall design.
The study itself or the nesting file created, is separate (.inest file format) from your Inventor
model or AutoCAD documentation. However just like an Inventor presentation file, there’s still
a parent to child relationship that’s established. Meaning if the Inventor model changes, you
simply update those components in the Inventor Nesting study/interface. Also, the finished
results can be exported back to the Inventor CAM interface as a 2D or 3D model or any other
manufacturing/CNC software that supports DXF or nesting file import. Although Inventor
Nesting has a lot of capabilities, it is still not a fully functional nesting study software. For
additional capabilities or those features you need outside the scope of Inventor Nesting, you will
need to investigate the Autodesk Trunest application.
To start an Inventor Nesting study or its interface, you can either do one of the following:
•

Inventor New and select an Inventor Nesting Template
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•

Right mouse on the model in the Inventor (model) browser and select “Create Nest”

•

Either close all open models in Inventor or select the Inventor Home tab and select the
“Nesting” ribbon tab/Nesting function
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For our example and because I’ve already had my Inventor assembly open of my drill press
cabinet, it easier for me to right mouse on the assembly in the Inventor browser and select
“Create Nest”.

At this point since I’m just wondering how many raw sheet goods I need to purchase; I’m going
to select to “Create new from template” using the default or standard (in) nesting template. But
as you can see, I could create based on a current open nesting studying or add to an existing
study that I might’ve already started and saved.
Although I could’ve started by opening each individual Inventor part file of the drill press cabinet
and added them to a nesting study. Opening the top assembly makes it much easier and lets
Inventor Nesting do all the work for you. Later, I will cover how to exclude and/or control how a
given Inventor part file acts with the Inventor Nesting interface.

At this time, Inventor Nesting is analysis the CAD data and determining what the 2D outline
shape will be used. We will discuss how this is determined later. Also, since ¼” and ¾” thick
plywood is not the exact dimensional thickness, you can see it’s also asking to map those
material and thickness. The reason why, is those given physical properties are not present in
our default or standard (in) nesting template. You could set up your nesting templates with the
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provided info and settings ahead of time. At this point, we select “Yes” to create that mapping.
From there the nesting interface is bringing in the 2D shape outline and the goal here is to
achieve the green check mark on each component it is bringing in.

Now in most cases or when working with non-sheet metal components, you should achieve
those green check marks without any issues. However, if the part files have bad geometry or
there’s issues with them, the nesting import may flag it. As a side note, you can select to add
as many additional source files you need for this study at this point. You can select either from
your hard drive or if you’re using Autodesk Vault, the sources can also come from there.

For our example we’re not adding an additional source files, so we will select OK to continue.
On the nesting browser, select the Nesting tab and we can see the individual components that
the nesting studying is using. For clarification, the icon (red arrow) indicates the nesting study
sees this component as an Inventor part source, while this icon (green arrow) indicates the
study is using it as a generic CAD source file. Again, we’ll discuss what the difference is
between these sources.
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Also, on the Inventor graphics screen you can see the 2D shape outlines of the components
that make up the drill press cabinet.

Now since we’re only trying to determine how many sheets of raw goods will need to purchase,
we first need to define the raw material. To do this, we’re going to select the “Process Material
Library” from the nesting ribbon.
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In the “Process Material Library”, it’s broken into 2 sections. There’s a “Material ID” and the
other is “Packaging”.
•

•

Material ID: This is the material properties coming from the Inventor part file. It consists
of the material name, the thickness, its category, its density and where (the provider) the
information came from.
o You could add your own material information and change the information that
was imported in (if needed)
Packaging: Defines what the dimensional raw material dimensional is and its cost.
o You could also add your own packaging information and link it to a given
“Material ID. But only a single packaging can be defined as the default setting for
a given material.

Now in our drill press cabinet example, you can see there’s (3) three “Material ID’s” listed.
Since my Inventor part file is defined with a document cached of the Inventor “Generic” material
it comes along for the ride. So, keep this in mind, if your Inventor part file contains numerous
document cached materials, those materials will be included here (even if you’re not using them
in your part file). For this example, we’re going to ignore this “Material ID” and only focus on the
wood birch material definitions.
Another thing I’m going to change is the “Nesting Color” that’s being used. Since I’m color blind,
the (2) blues are too close in similar and I want to ensure I know the difference between ¼” and
¾” thick plywood components. Select the “Nesting Color” cell and define your color.
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Now you can clearly see which components are based on ¾” thick plywood and which ones are
the ¼” thick plywood. As a side note, you can also control how the information is shown based
on the “Material” settings from the Inventor Nesting ribbon

Our next step for our nesting example is to define the dimensional values of our raw goods. To
do so, we will select the “Packaging” tab and define the packaging information.

For now, we’re going to leave the packaging names as is, but later I will demonstrate why
naming your packaging information will be useful.
Although the plywood that I can purchase from my local hardware store is considered a 4’ x 8’
sheet, dimensional it is slightly smaller, and I wanted to ensure the study is based on those
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actual dimensions. In addition, you can see that I added the cost of purchasing the raw
material, which will be useful later when the study is completed. From here we need to finalize
how are raw material and components are going to be laid out in the study.
STEP #1: Define the orientation and positioning of our raw material. For this example, we’re
going to start with the ¾’ thick plywood by selecting that given “Material ID” from the list of
materials and the “Nesting” tab

•

•

•

Orientation Adjustments: In the study, will you allow the raw material to rotate, 90, 180
and 270? In addition will you allow it to deviate from those given rotations. For
example, if I allow it to rotate 90 degrees, with a “Deviation” of 10 degrees, the raw
material could orient either 80, 90 or 100 degrees. If I provide an “Increment” value, let’s
say 2 degrees, the raw material could now orient between 80 to 100 degrees in 2-degree
increments.
Positioning: Define direction of material grain, frame width, item separation and if the
material surface is the same (“Double-Sided”) on the top & bottom.
o Frame width: This is the dimensional value that you’ll come in from each side of
the raw material. In our example the study will not place any component, closer
than ½” inch from all sides of the raw material.
o Item separation: This is the distance between each component that’s being
placed on the raw material. In our example, since I’m using a table saw, I
wanted to ensure there’s enough material (1/2”) between each component for
final dimensional cut.
Repeat process for the ¼” thick plywood.

STEP #2: Define the packaging nesting options.
•

Select the packaging for the list and the “Nesting” tab.
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•

•

•

“Trim” values: These values indicate how far to come in from each side of the raw
material. The trim value works in-conjunction with the “frame width” value of the
designated “Material ID”. The largest value, “frame width” or “trim” is used to determine
how far to come in for each given side of the raw material.
Let’s say the raw material you purchase; the sides are not always parallel and
perpendicular to each other. In your “Material ID” settings you indicated that you always
want to come in (“frame width”) ¼” to compensate for the material being out of square.
However, on the machine being used to process the shapes/nesting layout, the top and
bottom edge of the material is being held down with clamps. Those clamps overlap the
material by ½” inch and need to be considered in your study. Granted you could set the
“frame width” value of the “Material ID” to be ¾” from all sides, but there’s a chance that
could impact the efficiency of your study. This is where the “trim” values come into play.
Meaning the top and bottom “trim” value would be set to ¾” (extra clearance for clamps)
and the left and right set to (0) zero. When the study is performed, the largest value is
used. In this example, the left/right side of the raw material would be based on the
“frame width” value of ¼” and the top/bottom edge would use the “trim” value of ¾”
because it’s larger than the “frame width” value of ¼”.
Repeat as needed for the other “packaging” definitions.

STEP #3: Define the orientation and positioning of our components on the raw material.
•
•

Select OK on the Process Material Library dialog
Select the “Nest Properties” on the Inventor Nesting ribbon
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Priority column: If there are given components that you want to be nested before others,
make sure to lower the priority on those other given parts to come after those who have a
higher priority.
Mirror column: If your raw material has the same type of surface on top and bottom, select
the mirror option, to allow the nesting study to mirror the component along the “Y” axis if
needed.
Orientation column: The given component part is oriented based on how it was brought into
the nesting study. Change the orientation if you want the part to oriented differently for the
start of the study.
Bind column: By default, the components are bound (“Bind”) to the default settings (red
outline area). If you need to change any of those orientation settings for a given component,
you can de-select the “Bind” column for that given part and define how the component is
orientated and position on the raw material. Just as described earlier for the packaging
orientation, the definitions or settings here mean the same
o Pre-Kit option: Components that are tagged (selected) as a pre-kit will be grouped
together on the study and technically considered as a single source.
Length (X) & (Y) column: Indicates the 2D dimensional value of that given component.
You can also right mouse click on the component in the Inventor Nesting browser and select
“Properties” to access the given component nesting (shape) properties
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For our drill press cabinet, I’ve not changed (un-bound) any of the components orientation and
left our ¼” and ¾” (plywood) packaging trim values set to (0) zero. At this point we’re ready for
the study.
•
•

Although optional, select the “Calculate Nesting” tab in the Inventor Nesting browser
Select to “Create Nest Study” from the nesting ribbon.

Prior to Inventor 2021, the “Create Nest Study” was a large single dialog with no tabs
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•

Study tab:
o
o

Define the name of the study and enter any comments you wish
Job quantity: There are 2 different types of job quantity. A “single value”, which
indicates all the components in the study are multiple by the value in the field
right of the job quantity. For example, if I was making (3) drill press cabinets, I
would put a value of 3 and all the components would now increase by 3X of a
single design. The other job quantity is called “Mutli-value” and is used when
you want to control how many of a given assembly is being processed. As I
stated earlier when you define the source files, you can add as many sources
files that you want to participate in the nesting study. If those sources come
from multiple (top) assemblies, the “multi-value” option allows you to indicate the
quantity for each of those (top) assembly. For example, let’s say you make
outdoor wooden furniture and offer a set of (2) chairs and a table. Your source
would just be the top assembly of the wooden chair and table. But the “multivalue” would be set to (2) two chairs and a single table. In addition, this option
can also be used to control how many individual parts can be processed.
Here’s a sheet metal example taken from the Inventor Nesting help file where
individual component (job) quantities are defined.

o

Stack size: This is the number of duplicate materials that are stacked together
for cutting. See Inventor Nesting help section for additional information on how
this works.
Automatically manage nests: This option added in Inventor 2021 allows you to
control how the nesting study is handled when the sources are changed.
Automatically calculate nest: This option, automatically starts the calculation
when you process the study. If not selected, the user must select to start the
calculation from the Inventor Nesting ribbon.

o
o

•

Shapes tab: This is your opportunity to deselect any shape or shapes that you do not to
patriciate in the nesting study. Later, I will go over where you can also control which
shapes participate in the study prior to reaching this point.
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•

Packaging tab: As I stated earlier, a given “Material ID” can be linked to numerous
packaging definitions. However, in the “Packaging” tab, only the default packaging of
the given “Material ID” is selected for use. If you want to add the additional packaging
definitions that you have, you can do so now. We will talk more about this later.

•

Global Parameters:

▪
•

Corner position: Where corner on your raw material will be 0,0.
Minimum/Maximum run time: The minimum and maximum number of seconds to spend
trying to arrange shapes on your raw material
Desired yield: Percentage of raw good usage before it brings in another sheet.
Remnant optimization: Enables you to nest along either the longer or the wider side of
the sheet for better management of material remnants. For example, if you select
Minimize Width, priority will be given to nesting shapes lengthwise on the sheet, keeping
width use to a minimum. Minimize Length X Width builds the nest out from a corner
while trying to keep both length and width to a minimum.

•
•

For our study we are going to leave the global parameters as shown. Select ok to start the
calculation. If the “Calculate Nest” tab is selected in the Inventor Nesting browser, you can
watch the progress of your nesting calculation.
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Here’s the results and as you can see, I need a second sheet of ¾” thick 4’x8’ plywood.

Before we go any further, let’s zoom in and look at some detail information of our study.
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•
•
•
•

Overall, it’s going to cost me (Total nest cost) just a little over 93 dollars because I have
to purchase 2 sheets of ¾” thick plywood at my local hardware store.
However, since I’m not using the full (2) two sheets of plywood, the actual nesting cost
(Total nested cost) is about 51 dollars. And efficiency wise, between the (2) two sheets,
were using about 47% of the overall raw material.
Per each sheet breakdown, you can see for “Sheet.7” that we ended up using about
85% of the raw material and its related cost breakdown.
Visually you can see which components are on which sheet and dimensional values
related to what space is and isn’t being used on that given sheet
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•

Also, in the Inventor Nesting browser/Nesting tab, we can see the study that was
generated

•

We can also expand each sheet and review the components that are part of that given
sheet. When we select that component under that given sheet, Inventor zooms to that
given component on the raw material.

•

If we double click on the “Report” indicated in the Inventor Nesting browser, a separate
window will open the overall in-depth report of your nesting study.
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•

The HTML report of your study contains an in-depth look at your nesting information. My
favorite section of the repot (when you scroll down), is the cost pie chart associated to
the overall cost per the given parts. Meaning I have a quick way of knowing which parts
is consuming most of the overall cost.

•

This report can be printed or saved to a HTML file format.

So, we solved (1) one of my questions... I need to purchase, 2 sheets of ¾” thick 4’x’8’ plywood
and a single sheet of ¼” thick plywood. Onto the next question… Should I bring home the raw
goods as is and cut it down based on the nesting layout we just achieved. Whether my local
hardware store could rip the plywood width in half or I do it at home, I realized the nesting layout
we have right now was not feasible for me to work with on a table saw. So, let’s go back and
add some additional packaging and define plywood with a size of 2’ wide x 8’ long. With the
smaller width, I should be able to work with it based on the table saw that I had.
Nesting Study #2 Criteria – Determining the actual nesting layout – 2’ wide x 8’ long plywood
Although I could edit the current study and add the new packaging information, I’m going to
create a new study, so my overall nesting file has both outcomes in it. First, I’m going back to
my “Process Material Library” and define the new packaging definitions. To do so...
•
•

•

Select the existing ¾” thick plywood packaging and the “New” button
When we first did this study, we only had the ¼” and ¾” thick, 4x8 sheet plywood. Now
were adding additional packaging and leaving the default name of “Packaging.X” may
get you confused in which packaging means what size. For our example I’m changing
the names of our new packaging to correspond with the actual raw material size.
Enter the dimensional values and repeat for the ¼” thick plywood
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•
•

Select OK and then “Create Nesting Study” from the Inventor Nesting ribbon.
In the new nesting study under the “Packaging” tab, we want to add the (2) two new
packaging definitions and order the package list as shown. At the bottom we also want
to ensure the usage method is based on “As listed”. This way, the study will first use the
¾” thick 2’ x 8’ plywood before it tries to use the ¾” thick 4’ x 8’ plywood and the same
holds true for the ¼” thick material. If you didn’t reorder as shown, then the new study
would still use the 4x8 size first since it’s the default packing for the given “Material ID”
and the 2x8 size plywood would be an afterthought.

•

All other tab settings left as before.
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•

Here’s the results (new nesting study in browser):

As you can see some of the drill press cabinet components based on the ¾” thick plywood can
fit on a 24” wide plywood while others are still be placed on the 48” wide plywood. Technically
based on the layout of the 2nd sheet in this study for the ¾” thick plywood, I could rip down the
middle of the 4x8 sheet of plywood and it would be fine. However, I want to see if I just force
the study to only look at 24” wide plywood, would I achieve an outcome that would be better
suited to me. To do this, we’re going to modify this study and remove the 4x8 sheet of plywood
packing information.
•

In the Inventor nesting browser, we’re going to right mouse select the related “nest”
study and select “Properties.
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•

In the “Packaging” tab, we will right mouse on the 4x8 packing offering and select to
delete that packaging. At this point we’re only deleting it from the list, we are not deleted
that given packaging definition. But later, I will point out this step is not even necessary.

•

Once we select OK, the nesting study is automatically updated because we have the
option “Automatic Update” selected on the Inventor Nesting ribbon
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•

However, when we look at the updated study information in the Inventor Nesting
browser, we notice we have an issue with the study

•

When we hover over that icon, we see the reason or reasons why there’s an issue

For the components that make up the drill press cabinet, there are 22 ½” wide. We also have a
“frame width” of ½” from all sides for our ¾” thick plywood. Meaning the largest size
component, we could fit on the 24” wide cut plywood is 23 ½”. Why is this failing then?
When the packaging information was entered, an incorrect width value was applied to cause an
issue with the study. From here we will correct the issue.
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Once we correct the package width to be 23.87 and select OK. We need to select the study in
the browser and the “Calculate” button on the Inventor Nesting ribbon. Here’s the results:

A few steps back, our secondary nesting study selected few of the components to layout on a
2x8 sheet of plywood and others on a 4x8 sheet. We then deleted the 4x8 packing definition in
order to force everything onto a 2x8 sheet. Which in turn lead to an issue since numerous
components couldn’t fit on our incorrect packaging definition. In the end, I went through these
steps to demonstrate how you can resolve issues within your nesting study. If I entered the
correct packaging dimensions originally, the step we took to delete the 4x8 sheet packaging
wouldn’t be necessary and we would’ve received the outcome we now achieved.
At this point I’ve achieved a nesting outcome that answered my initial questions and provided an
efficient layout of my parts thus reducing the amount of scrap I would have from cutting the raw
material. Ask yourself, if you were doing this without Inventor Nesting, how much of your
material would’ve ended up being scrap? Or perhaps multiple trips to the hardware store since
you needed more material to finish the job.
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Although perhaps a future request for nesting, the ability to add your own annotations and
sketches is not possible currently. For me, I elected to select each of the sheets in the Inventor
Nesting browser and select to export them to DXF so that I can bring them into AutoCAD and
add my own geometry and annotations. This was necessary because I wanted to break it down
even further and provide myself with a pre-finish cut list.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE #3
Inventor Nesting isn’t just for Inventor file types. We can use AutoCAD DWG/DXF or any other
3D CAD part file that Inventor can import and save as an Inventor part file format. Before we
get into bringing other sources into our study, I want to first review how nesting determines what
shape will be used as the nesting study.
AutoCAD 2D DWG:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model space only
2D closed profile
Geometry only: It can only contain what the nesting shape will be. Other drawing views,
annotations, drawing boarder/titleblock must not exist on the drawing when brought in as
the source
Source as “AutoCAD DWG file”
Material: Generic
Will default to .12 in thick

AutoCAD or Inventor .DXF
•
•
•
•

2D closed profile
Source as “AutoCAD DXF file”
Material: Generic
Will default to .12 in thick

Inventor Part File
•
•

Source as “Inventor Sheet Metal”, “Composites Part”, “Inventor Part”, and “Generic
CAD”
Material: From source file
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3D model – imported into Inventor
•
•

Source as “Generic CAD”
Material: Generic

For the Inventor part (and not working with sheet metal or composite parts) the source of
“Inventor Part” or “Generic CAD” makes a difference in determining what the shape will be used.
Inventor Part: Uses the first extrusion and its depth to determine the shape and thickness that
will be used.
Generic CAD: Locates and uses the largest planar face and determines the thickness
perpendicular to that face.
Does it really matter? In certain scenarios it does, because Inventor may have designated the
source as Inventor Part, but it should’ve been “Generic CAD” for your case. For example…
One of the parts I designed for the cabinet drawer face was slightly larger in height compared to
the other related drawers. In the model, I just copied the drawer face and then use Inventor
“Direct Edit” to make the drawer face taller for the upper drawer. When Inventor Nesting
brought this drawer face in, it designated it as an Inventor part file and took the information
using the first extrusion. When I was reviewing the results in AutoCAD after I exported the
sheet to a DXF file, I noticed I had one extra small drawer face called
“DrillDrawSmlFace_upper.ipt”. However, it shouldn’t be at that size since I modify its width
using the direct edit. At first, I couldn’t figure out why it wasn’t including the direct edit
modification and then realized the source consideration. Let me explain what I mean…
If I open that given part in Inventor, right mouse on its name in the Inventor browser and select
Nest Authoring…
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You can see the provider is set to “Inventor Part” and when I select to preview the nesting
shape, it doesn’t include the “Direct Edit” feature because the provider is only looking at the first
extrusion in the browser. In this case I would need to switch the provider to “Generic CAD” so
the largest plainer face is used instead for the study.

Or perhaps the component was sketched based on the end plane (plywood thickness) and then
extruded.
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As you can see the nesting authoring sees the thickness based of the first extrusion depth.

Thus, another reason where you need to switch the provider over to the “Generic CAD” so the
largest plainer face can be used instead.
Another example in why changing the nesting authoring is necessary:
A while back working with one of my help desk customers, they had an issue they wanted
address in the nesting output. This customer fabricates wooden rockers and they realized the
finish dimensional shape of the rocker component was causing issues later in their process. So,
they wanted to cut out the rocker component shape a littler large and sand it down to finish
dimensions to resolve the issue. But this customer wanted to use the same Inventor part file
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and shape without impacting the overall Inventor assembly and drawings. For this scenario we
projected the face of the rocker component and offset the projected geometry by a ¼”. From
there we would extrude it based on the thickness of the component. This new extrusion
represents the component in its un-finished dimensional shape. Since the extrusion didn’t need
to be seen at the assembly level, we suppressed it. For the nesting authoring of that part, we
chose to select the suppressed extrusion so nesting would use that information instead of the
first extrusion.

In the end, don’t assume the nesting authoring information or selected provider is what you
require. If you need to control the settings, open the Inventor part file and define its nest
authoring values. Another option is to control the providers and its order in your nesting
template.
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If you just need to simply change the provider for a given study, you can even do that after the
source file is brought into the nesting interface via the source provider dialog.

Now that we know how nesting controls the information, lets focus on how we bring in other file
types. For example, I have this “L” shape mounting plate drawing (.DWG) downloaded from
McMaster Carr.
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Granted the mounting plate is made from steel but its outlined shape could still be cut out in a
piece of wood. If I currently go back and add this drawing as a source in my drill press cabinet
study, you will see what happens.

When we scroll down the list of nesting sources, you’ll notice there’s a “red X” on our given
drawing source.
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If we hover over the “red X”, it indicates the following:

As I indicated earlier, a “.DWG” file must only contain the closed geometry of the shape that will
be used in the nesting study. The drawing I downloaded from McMaster Carr contains many
views, annotations, and even a drawing titleblock. Prior to Inventor 2021, the drawing would be
accepted as is but for the nesting study it would be incorrect. For 2021, it performs the check
ahead of time and if the “.DWG” file contains too much data, it fails to bring it in.
Back in AutoCAD, I clean up the drawing and only provide the closed geometry that’s required.

Returning to the nesting study and select to bring in the new source file. As you can see the
new AutoCAD drawing file has a green check mark.
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I will also right mouse on the original McMaster Carr drawing in the source list and select
“Delete” to remove it from the list.

In addition, if we scroll all the way to right in the source list you can see the material of the
AutoCAD drawing is now associated to “Generic – 0.12 in” because there’s no thickness or
material information coming from the 2D AutoCAD drawing.

If I was going to cut this bracket out using the existing ¼” thick plywood, I would change the
material designation here. If I needed to change the “Generic 0 .12in” material or create a new
one, I would select OK on the source dialog and then go to the “Process Material Library” and
define the required material. Once completed, returning to the “Sources” and defining the
correct material designation for this AutoCAD source file.
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Although the McMaster Carr bracket, I brought in, is small compared to the drill press cabinet,
the bracket now appears in the nesting study once I “started” the calculations for the study.

Whether you’re working with .DWG or .DXF files or other imported 3D CAD files, the concept is
the same when bringing them in as a source. In addition, an Inventor Nesting study doesn’t
even need to have any 3D CAD and/or Inventor files in it.
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Before we move into our final objective of this AU class, I wanted to cover a few miscellaneous
items for Inventor Nesting.
•

Sometimes when dealing with a large list in the source dialog, you may have overlooked a failed source file or those who don’t have a green check mark. A helpful tip is
to use the Nesting browser where the “Red “X” stands out for those sources that have
failed.

You can also right mouse on those failed sources and select “Show Extraction Errors”
•

Although optional, I would recommend that you create your own Inventor Nesting
templates with your providers and materials to save time when the sources are brought
into the nesting interface. Key things to consider for your custom nesting template are:

1. “Process Material Library” where you’ll define your materials and packaging that your
company uses.
2. Define the providers and the order in which you want them to occur. For example if I
was going to make a nesting template, I would ensure “Generic CAD” provided was
selected and at the top of the list for Inventor parts so no matter how the part was
designed, the largest plainer face is always used first for that determination.
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3. Create multiple nesting templates to suit different nesting studies or configurations your
company may require.
•

Alternative to creating a nesting template with your sources, you could open your
Inventor part template and

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create a simple square test extrusion
Right mouse on the part name in the Inventor browser and select “Nest Authoring”
Define your nesting information.
Delete the test extrusion
Save your Inventor part template.

•

The nesting interface is related to an option and a couple of configuration (import and
export) files. For this class we just used the out of box configuration. Although this
session will not cover the option and configuration file, it’s still something you should
explore and modify to your needs.
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•
•

•
•

Even after a study is generated, you can go back and edit the overall “Nest Properties”
using the “Nest Properties” function located on the nesting ribbon.
If you never want an Inventor part to participate in any nesting study, open the file and
right mouse on its name in the Inventor browser and select “Exclude from Nesting”

If you don’t want a given source file to participate in a new nesting study, in the source
dialog, right mouse and select to “Delete” it (from the source list) or from the Nesting
browser.
If you want a given source file now not to patriciate your existing study, you can:

1. In the source (dialog) of the overall study, right mouse and select to “Delete”
2. In the Nesting browser, locate the source and right mouse and select to “Delete”
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3. In a given “Nesting Study”, right mouse and select “Properties” and the “Shapes” tab

and unselect it from the study.
4. In a given “Nest” of a “Nesting Study”, right mouse on the given “Nest” and select
“Properties” and “Shapes’ tab. Deselect the component.
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•

When the study is acceptable, you can export each “sheet” results to a DXF file or back
into Inventor as a 3D model to be used in Inventor CNC interface. To do so, select the
given sheet under the study in the Inventor Nesting browser and select Export or Create
3D Model. Here’s an example of “Create 3D Model”.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE #4
In this learning objective, I’m going to use Inventor Nesting in a certain way that it wasn’t really
designed for (BUT IT WORKS!!!) ...
When we think of nesting, we’re thinking about sheet goods and laying out numerous shapes on
it. But ask yourself, in 2D, do you really see any difference between a sheet of plywood and a
2x4 piece of lumber?

Yes, one may be smaller in width and thicker compare to the other one, but it’s still a rectangle
shape of raw material we’re dealing with. So where am I going with this?
In this bonus round, I’m going to teach you how to use Inventor Nesting as a optimize saw
cutting utility for bar stock. For a few years now I’ve taking up woodworking as a hobby and
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constantly improving my skills. When looking at projects on the internet that may require a
frame to be built (for example – Storage Shelf – ana-white.com)

I always wonder when they provided the shopping or material list how was it determined?

Was this the initial shopping list prior to shopping and building it or it ended up being after the
frame was built? Or what about those projects where they visually show you how to cut your
given raw material
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Is this visual aid the most efficient way? Did they plan it out or just winged it? Is there another
way of combining different lengths of raw material to reduce the overall cost? Let’s explore how
we can solve these questions with Inventor nesting.
Prior to the global pandemic, I was in the process of investing into the Maslow CNC project.
Although I’m not going into depth about this CNC unit and what its capabilities is, the main unit
for this CNC machine is solely based on a 2x4 fame. In the instructions it indicates you would
need to purchase
•
•

6 – 2x4 studs x 10’ long (local cost per piece: $6.64)
2 – 2x4 studs x 8’ long (local cost per piece: $4.37)

For me at my local hardware store, this would roughly cost me about $49 dollars just for the
framing material. Although the unit still needs plywood and mounting screws, the focus for
today is solely on the purchasing cost and cutting of the 2x4 material.
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First let’s create an Inventor Nesting template with the required information. To do so I’m
going to open the provided (nesting) template, edit it and then save it with a new name.
1. Open the provided standard Inventor nesting template per your unit of measure
2. Select the “Process Material Library” from the nesting ribbon
3. On the “Material” tab I will create a material called “Wood 2x4” and input its
information. Since I’m not concerned about its weight, I left the default density value
as is.

4. However, since we’re creating a material definition that will be linked to an Inventor part
material, it is important we define “Inventor” as the provider and the “Remote Material Name”
of the material of our modeled components.
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5. From there, I need to create the related packaging for our 2x4’s. Since I’m able to purchase
the 2x4s in 6ft, 8ft, and 10 ft lengths at my local hardware store, I’m going to select the
“Packaging” tab and:
6. Since a packaging is already defined for the “Wood 2x4”, I’m going to edit it and assign its
value for a 6ft purchased one. You can also see I have applied my local hardware store
cost for that given 2x4.

7. Now you may notice the width in the packaging is set to 4in but a 2x4 dimensions is 1 ½”
thick by 3 ½” wide. Remember, in nesting the raw material must be bigger than the shape
or source. In this case I’ve added an additional ½” to the width of the 2x4 to fake out
Inventor to ensure it would nest the source properly on the designated material and
packaging without issuing an error. Granted the packaging width could be anything greater
than 3 ½” but too much value may force a shape above the shape (like nesting is supposed
to work).
8. Select the “Wood 2x4” from the list and the add button to create a packaging for the 8ft and
10ft length material.

9. Now we need to define the nesting parameters for the material and packaging we defined.
First select the Wood 2x4 material and then the “Nesting” tab.
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10. Now you can see that I have set the “Frame Width” to (0) zero and the “Item separation” to
.25 in. For the frame width, I’m telling the nesting interface that you can start (and end) right
from the ends of the 2x4. For “Item separation”, I’m taking 2x the thickness of my saw blade
because you would be losing some portion of that when cutting your raw material. Keep in
mind, for this scenario we’re not looking to use every little inch of the raw material.
11. Now let’s defining the nesting parameters for our packaging. Select one of 2x4 packaging
and the “Nesting” tab. For here we want the left, right, top, and bottom trim to be (0) zero.
However, for the “Bottom Trim” we want a value of .25 in. This way the 3 ½” wide stud will
visually (faking out Inventor once again) be centered on the raw material since its (raw
material) width is 4” wide.

12. Now we need to repeat the process for the other (2) two packaging’s.
13. Before we exit and save our template, we need to define the default packaging for our
“Wood 2x4”. Remember earlier, I stated that a nesting “Material ID” can have numerous
packaging’s assigned to it but only a single packaging can be the default. Since the 8ft
material is commonly stocked at my local hardware store, I right mouse on the 2x4x8
packaging and select to “Set as Default Packaging”. Also repeat to remove the default
packaging from the 6ft stock.
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14. Once we select the OK button on the “Process Material Library” you will see Inventor trying
to create a nesting study. But since there’s no source files, nothing happens and this is
okay.
15. Save our modified nesting template as a new template name.
16. Exit the template.
17. For reference, here’s the Maslow CNC fame in Inventor:

18. I’m going to right mouse on the frame name in the Inventor browser and select “Create
Nest”. In the “Create Nest” dialog, I’m going to select “Create new from template” and select
the new 2x4 nesting template that I just created.
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19. As you can see, all our sources have green check marks and its material, associated to the
“Wood 2x4”

20. Select OK to exit the “Sources” dialog and then select “Create Nest Study” from the nesting
ribbon.
21. Toggle over to the “Packaging” tab and you can see the default “2x4x8” packaging is ready
for use.

22. Now we know at this point the frame instructions call for 8’ and 10’ 2x4s... So, let’s add the
6’ and 10’ packaging to our usages list
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23. Now we’re going to select the OK button and let it create the nesting study.
24. There’s an issue with the study and the reason why, is because we have 2x4 that is actually
10ft long and our packaging is 10ft long too. At this point Inventor Nesting thinks there’s a
problem. For our saw cutting example we can ignore it since we wouldn’t be cutting this
given raw material.

25. Here’s a portion of the results. You can see that I could purchase (9) nine 2x4s (8 @
2x4x8ft & 1 @ 2x4x10ft) to do this job. The cost is just under $42 dollars, which would save
me approximately 7 dollars over if I used the shopping list from the Maslow frame web site.
26. However, in reviewing each “2x4” cutting view, one of the sheets (2x4) you could considered
having a lot of waste left over since you’re only cutting a single part from it.
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27. Also, if you zoom in on some of the sheets (2x4s), you will notice visually something
doesn’t look right or there’s a duplicate raw material outline. This is normal when
you have more than 1 “Sheet quantity” for that given sheet layout.

28. Now our study does prove we can save money by going this route, but is this the cheapest
or most efficient way? We can double check by changing how the list of packaging is used
in the study. Right now, our packaging is set to “As listed”. Meaning it will try to use the top
listed packaging before using anything else.

29. If we edit the nesting study (right mouse the nesting study in the browser) and select
Properties/Packaging tab and change the “Material usage method” to “Best Mix”, what
would be the results when we select OK to do the study?
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As you can see the “Best Mix” configuration reduce the cost almost by another 3 dollars. And
now I would be purchasing the following
5 – 2x4 x 6ft long stud
2 – 2x4 x 8ft long stud
1 – 2 x4 x 10ft long stud
Compare to the first study we did; I believe there’s less material left over, and I would select this
outcome for the reduce cost and least amount of scrap left over.

As you can see, we took Inventor Nesting and used it in a way that it wasn’t designed for.
Although I was hoping an optimize cutting and purchasing cost could be generated from frame
members (frame generator) and tube & pipe (pipe segments) models. Currently Inventor
nesting doesn’t work with these types of models but perhaps in the future it will. However, if you
build your own structural steel frames and piping models, you should be able to take this last
learning objective and apply those steps to achieve the same results I did with the wooden
frame. Finally, here’s a link to a webinar I did awhile back in how I used Inventor Nesting to
design the right size shed.
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In closing I hope the information I provided here in the handout and recorded session clearly
demonstrates Inventor Nesting is not solely for Inventor Sheet Metal. Perhaps from this
information I’ve provided, you will also discover new uses for the nesting interface. Whether
you were able to watch the recording of this class and/or reviewing this handout, I just wanted to
take this time to say thank you for signing up and reviewing the provided information. I hope
you will have a great virtual Autodesk University 2020 experience. Until next time….
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